Authors Guidelines
When sending the article, the author must provide a short curricular note.
Articles must be submitted electronically in word format. Accepted languages are Portuguese,
English or Spanish.
Articles should not exceed a maximum (as an indication) of 10,000 words.
Articles must comprise the following elements:
-

Identification of the author, his profissional activity and the institution(s) where he or she
pursues the profissional activity
Title in the article’s language and in English
Summary/abstract in the article’s language and in English, with maximum 250 words
Key word (max. 7) in the article’s language and in English
Reference list of all quoted sources
Reference list of quoted case law

The division of the text must be done using Roman numeration (I, II, III, …). Each chapter may be
subdivided in numbers (1, 2, 3, …) and subnumbers (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, …), and the latter in sub-items [a),
b), c),…]. Each Roman number must be followed by a bold title. Whenever possible, this should also
be done in subtitles.
Author-date system (‘Harvard’ system) must be used for references. Thus, the article should not
contain bibliographic reference notes. References must be inserted in the text itself, in brackets,
limited to the name of the author, followed by the year of publication of the quoted work and the
page(s) in question.
The article may contain remissive or discussion footnotes.
The final reference list must be constructed in such a way that the name of the author is followed
by the year of the publication of the work in evidence. Whenever possible, the bibliographic
reference should also include the year of the first edition of the work.
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